All are welcome!

Invited Speakers:

1:00 pm
Opening Remarks

1:15-2:15 pm
Adriana Tajonar, Jaenisch lab
Alexa Turke, Sorger lab
Annie Phuong Vo, Endy lab
Charlie Kuang, Walker lab

2:30-3:30 pm
Danielle Pigneri, Littleton lab
Johanna Varner, Horvitz lab
Lori Huberman, Kaiser lab
Tasleem Samji, Jacks lab

3:45-4:30 pm
Vanessa Quinlivan, Chisholm lab
Yingxin (Lucy) Zhang, Ingram lab
Xiaonan Lin, King lab

4:45 pm
Presentation of Awards

Thursday, February 2nd
1:00-5:00 pm
Room 68-181
refreshments served

Organized by:
The Biology Undergraduate Committee,
Biology Undergraduate Student Association (BUSA)
Biology Education Office
Sponsored by the Howard Hughes Medical Institute